K O N F T E L . C O M

Konftel Cam10
Compact design. Big performance.

The Konftel Cam10 is a business class webcam for desktop users who demand
professional quality personal video meetings. Create an enhanced visual and
audio experience with a wide 90 degree viewing angle, HD video output, dual
microphones and easy set-up. The portable Konftel Cam10 is your perfect home
and traditional office companion, or for wherever you are working.
The Konftel Cam10 is ideal for users with single or multiple external displays.
Placed in an optimal position on top of the main screen, it promotes a natural
lifelike viewing experience. It enables you to make eye contact instead of just
showing your head profile, improving the quality of the interaction.
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Business webcam
1080p Full HD
90° field of view
Dual microphones
4x digital zoom
Autofocus
Built-in privacy shutter
USB 2.0
Climate Neutral Certified

The Konftel Cam10 uses a standard damping bracket for easy and stable
installation, whilst there’s the option of tripod mounting for alternative
camera placements.

IMPRESS WITH CLARITY

YOUR MEETINGS. YOUR WAY.

Be seen as your natural self in high definition 1080p video. The
Konftel Cam10 features innovative noise reduction technology,
low light capabilities and swift autofocus. A generous and natural
looking field of view also helps capture content, such as from a
whiteboard, in striking clarity.

Whatever your preferred app or cloud service, the Konftel
Cam10 fits your collaboration needs. Just connect the USB
cable to your laptop or PC and you’re good to go. If your
collaboration app supports camera control (UVC standard)
simply adjust the digital zoom for the perfect image output.
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NEXT DEVICE, THE SPEAKERPHONE

CLIMATE NEUTRALITY

The webcam’s two built-in microphones deliver striking audio
pick-up, supported by noise suppression technology. In a straight
forward scenario the screen speakers can sometimes perform as
audio output.

Konftel is certified in line with the Climate Neutral standard.
This means when you choose a Konftel product, there is an instant
climate benefit from the very first distance meeting that replaces
a business trip. We offset all our greenhouse gas emissions and are
taking action to further reduce those emissions. Keep an eye out
for the Climate Neutral Certified label, which indicates that all our
products are climate neutral.

The best option though is to complement the Konftel Cam10 with
the professional speakerphone Konftel Ego, creating an enhanced
experience through OmniSound® audio technology.

Specifications Konftel Cam10
GENERAL

CAMERA

AUDIO SPECIFICATIONS

Product name: Konftel Cam10

Video modes: 1080p30

Audio: Dual microphones

Item number: 931101001

Zoom: 4x digital

Reception area: 1 m

Contents: Konftel Cam10, Quick guide, safety
declaration.

Focus alignment: Auto

Product documentation: Online user guide
Size: 118 x 37.2 x 30.8 mm
Weight: 165 g
Color: Charcoal black
Warranty: 2 years

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Wide angle: 90°
Pan tilt: Digital PTZ (EPTZ)
Digital Video format: YUY2, MJPEG, H.264

Operating system: Windows 7/8/10, Mac OS X,
Linux, Android

Camera control: UVC 1.1

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Mounting: Built in camera bracket with damping.
Threaded tripod bracket, 1/4”-20 UNC.

Software updates: Yes

Privacy: Built-in privacy shutter

ENVIRONMENT
Temperature: -10°C ~ 40°C

CONNECTIVITY
USB: USB 2.0 (1.55 m fixed cable)

View full spec at konftel.com
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the product specifications. Visit www.konftel.com for the latest information.

RETAILER SPACE

Konftel is a leading company within collaboration endpoint solutions. Since 1988, our mission has been
to help people in businesses around the world to have meetings regardless of distance. Based on our
success, we know that remote collaboration is a smooth way to save time, money and at the same time
contribute to a more sustainable world. Crystal clear audio and a sharp video image are essential for
efficient meetings, this is why we only focus on cutting-edge technology in our Collaboration Solutions.
Our audio technology OmniSound® is built into all Konftel Conference phones and devices. The
products are sold globally under the Konftel brand and our headquarter is based in Sweden. Read more
about the company and our products at konftel.com.

